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Recommended System Requirements
All you need is a PC with an internet modem, an internet provider and click on to
www.profitlink2.co.uk and straight away you can check our stock levels, any tyre reference and
place an order instantly, any time you like in real time.
Time Out Errors and Slow Performance
If you are experiencing slow refresh rate of the pages then please carry out a speed test
http://promos.mcafee.com/speedometer/
To see if the problem is your end before contacting Stapletons Tyres on websales@stapletonstyres.co.uk

Internet Service Provider
There are numerous internet service providers available however Stapleton’s recommend you
use an un-metered service provider where, for a set monthly fee, you are able to gain access to
the internet at no additional cost.
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User login
To logon to Profitlink you must first:Enter username (this is your current customer account number)
Enter your password
Click on ‘Login’

After you have used the site successfully once, you can change your password by clicking on
the prompt.
Do not worry if you have forgotten your password because if you click on the prompt it will be
sent to you via the e-mail address you supplied to us when you registered.
Tip: Make sure if you change your e-mail address you inform us by clicking on the email prompt
on the toolbar of the main search page.
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Selecting A Delivery Address
This screen gives the option to verify that the invoice and delivery addresses are correct or to
add an alternative delivery address e.g. for your pdi centre. Click continue to move to the
search screen.

There is also an option if you are within a reasonable journey time from one of our own depots
for you to collect your goods. To do this click in the ‘collect from depot’ box.
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Tyre Search
This is where you will start your enquiry by searching for the required tyre.

Tyre Size
This is the profile or series of the tyre e.g. 185/60r14 89H will be typed as 1856014
Speed
Select the speed rating of the tyre you are searching for e.g. 185/60r14 89H, the most common
ratings are T, H, V, W, Z and now Y.
Make
This is the make of the tyre e.g. Michelin, type in the make you require in the given box.
Quantity
This is simply putting in the quantity of tyres you require.
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Advanced Options

Advanced Options allows you to put in more information than the basic search above. All of
the functions on this page are controlled by drop down menus:
Classification
This is the profile or series of the tyre e.g. 185/60r14 89H, if you drag down the bar at the side
you will see that it also covers many more classifications including 4 x 4, van and light truck.
Select Size
Drag the bar down to the size you are looking for e.g. 1856014 or simply enter the size below
as you become more familiar with our site.
Speed Rating
Select the speed rating of the tyre you are searching for e.g. 185/60r14 89H, the most common
ratings are T, H, V, W, Z and now Y.
Brand
This is the make of the tyre e.g. Michelin, you can choose to go straight a specific make or
choose all to see what other alternatives are available.
Stock Code
Once again as you become more familiar you may choose to by-pass all the previous boxes
and enter our stock code e.g. 2555019VDIA.
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Registration Search

Registration Search allows you to put in the registration of the car you are purchasing tyres for.
This will quickly show you the general details of the car including make, model, style, colour
and transmission. Below that will give you all tyre options for the vehicle. Click on the search
button of the tyre you require to check availability.
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Search Results
After you have entered all the search criteria you will receive this pop up

You are now at the main page where you have the ability to find more information on your tyre,
make a tyre a ‘favourite’, add the item to your online shopping basket and check the 4x4 rating.

On this page you will find the following columns:
Stock
This is our stock code, which contains all the elements we require to identify the tyre e.g.
1856014TE3A.
Description
This is similar to the code but elaborates on which tyre manufacturer makes the tyre and the
range from which the tyre belongs.
Depot
This is where your tyres will be distributed.
This icon is for internal shipping and means that
the selected tyres will need to be moved to your delivery branch within your stapletons
distribution network and may not be on the next delivery. They therefore may take up to 3 days
to be received.
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Net
This is your acquisition cost.
Retail
This is what you have created by choosing the charge for the valve and balance and your
method of uplift.

Options
You now have 3 options. These options are as follows.

Option 1 – Add item to favourites
This option is for your lists that you can create to either replicate your rack or for your fastest
moving tyres to name but two.
You have to name your list before you can proceed.

To create a list name simply add the name of your list in the ‘list name’ box and click save.
Once a list has been created next time you add a tyre to favourites click on the
will add your tyre selection to your named list.

icon, this

When you click on this icon you will then be taken to the following screen. Here you can see
the tyres in your favourites list.
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Option 2 – View product information
This option allows you to see all the product information of the tyre you are purchasing.

Picture
This is a visual aid to help identification of the tread pattern. If you click on
larger image
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you can see a

When you have finished viewing your tyre click on the close button.
Description
This gives you in depth information on the tyre including benefits of the features of the tyre.
Pattern Features
This gives you all the features of your tyre pattern.
Associated Documents
This gives you any other important documents on that tyre pattern.

Option 3 – Add to basket
This option allows you to add you tyres to your
shopping basket. When you click on the icon you will
be directed to the following menu.
Here you enter the quantity of tyres you require.
When you have entered the quantity click update.
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Your shopping basket can be seen at all times on the right hand side of your main search page.
This will show all your purchases. In your shopping basket you have four options including go
to checkout to pay for your goods, change your delivery address, delete your purchase from
your shopping basket and ask for a quote.
A list of all icons can be found by clicking on the
shopping basket.
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‘mark up’ menu bar just above the

Views
You have a choice of views, which is where this site lends itself to a retail function.
If you click on the prompt retail view it will hide all of your profit formula and cost price leaving
the customer to see the choice of tyres and the ‘price to them.
Clicking on trade and Retail returns it back to showing all.
Trade and retail view

Retail view

Trade view
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No Price view

Specials
These are a selection of tyres that are updated regularly to increase your profitability and also
to use as a launch pad for new products.
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Checkout
This is the confirmation screen before you complete the purchase of the tyres.

This first page gives you the option to collect the order by clicking Yes in the drop down menu
box as well as adding your order to an existing order. If you want to add your order to a new or
separate order click no. When you are happy click confirm.

Password Required

As a safety precaution once you have confirmed you will be asked to type in your password.
Once entered click confirm.
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Confirmation of Order

You will then be taken to the order confirmation screen. This shows you your order and will
produce an reference number, which is unique to yourselves.
You will be given an option to re-send any order confirmation details if you have not received a
confirmation email.
If you click on this order number then you can see all the details corresponding to your order,
including the status of its progress.
Tip:
Print this out and attach to your job card to reconcile with our delivery/advice note.

Quick Menu Options
At the top of the page you will see the following quick menu options.

Search
This allows you to quickly search for a tyre at any time and will take you back to the main
search page.

Favourites
This allows you to see all your listed favourites.
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Current Orders
You can view your orders at any time by clicking the link on the top toolbar.

This will give you a brief description of your order and the progress so far.
Remember: This is in real time

Special Offers
You can view any of the special offers at any time by clicking the link on the top toolbar

Logout
Add the end of your session it is advisable to logout by clicking the link on the top toolbar
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Other Page Options
For the more experienced and/or Stapletons field staff there are a number of drop down menu
facilities to look at.
These are Orders to look at all your outstanding and back orders
Self Service to look at invoices, transactions, statement and reports
Options to tailor the site to your preference and Other Services where you can find:

Quick Order

If you feel confident that you know our stock codes this is a very quick way of ordering your
tyres.
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